How are we coping with life in America today?

According to its site, the American Press Institute has reopened applications for free access to elections analytics for up to 60 newsrooms from now through the November election.

API staff and connections to a cohort of newsrooms, will be available at no cost for up to 2020 elections coverage based on audience needs and engagement. The analytics tool, along with coaching to an analytics program that will help publishers track and improve their elections content, will be available to newsrooms.

Here’s a way to analyze how your audience is responding to your elections coverage.

API reopens applications for free access to elections analytics

Across America: people want safety, need to be heard

As we start a new month, we are asking our journalists to ask these new throughline questions about what people hope their leaders will do. We are seeing that these, too, will continue to be top of mind.

Here’s what we learned from the throughline questions we asked our reporters and producers from the Mountain West and Pennsylvania, people talked about their wishes and the hope that，“I’m hoping we can move forward, have a sense of normalcy,” a woman in Good Will, Pennsylvania, said. "It’s like a really disjointed family." Idaho resident says. "It’s like a really disjointed family." we’re in this together," Dave, a Leadore, said. "We will pull through the chips are down because we all know we’re going to help each other out when it’s time to help each other out, when we’re in this together." As we start a new month, we are asking our journalists to ask these new throughline questions about what people hope their leaders will do. We are seeing that these, too, will continue to be top of mind.
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The Sept. 21-Sept. 24 summit will not only feature a session from America Amplified (we’re honored!), it will also include sessions on Objectivity and the Culture of Journalism, Covering the Pandemic, and questions about the history of racism in the region.

Reminder: PRPD/PMJA Live Virtual Broadcast: "Race, Power, and the COVID Election"

KPCF’s Parenting, Unfiltered project

Last fall, KPCC/LAist gave point-and-shoot film cameras to 12 Southern California parents of young children. They were asked to film their families and share experiences; and elevate diverse community perspectives.

The project shows what parenting really looks like -- in all its messy, difficult and heartfelt ways -- through these parents’ eyes.

Read more about our discoveries here.
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The series will run for four weeks, featuring 12 sessions that will be driven by the topics and issues raised during ongoing listening sessions across the country, with people from rural communities in the Mountain West and Pennsylvania, to coal country in West Virginia and Wyoming, as well as Atlanta, Florida, and across the Midwest.

Episodes will be directed by the themes and issues raised during listening sessions; featuring expert filmmakers, advocates, and community leaders. Each series will feature discussions and expert panelists, as well as curator-packed film series, highlighting what’s working and what’s not in communities around the country.
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Access our past newsletters

Our weekly newsletters have covered a lot since launching in March, but you don’t have to miss out on past issues! See the topics on this page.
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Please join our list, we’re happy you’re here!

Get more of us on social!

America Amplified is supported by a grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.